Join AIG for Equine Owners Risk Management Webinar

There are over 2 million horse owners and 575,000 horse farms located in the United States. Be it racing, polo, hunt seat, dressage or just pleasure, a significant number of affluent individuals and families have a passion for horses. Horse ownership comes with unique risks and owners may lack the proper protection under their personal insurance programs. As an agent or advisor catering to affluent clientele, it's important to understand the passion, inherent exposures and special insurance needs associated with horse ownership.

Many high-value homeowners own horses, boarded either on their own property or at nearby facilities. For your clients that own horses, AIG understands the unique needs associated with horse ownership and has experienced risk management specialists to assist in lessening risk and getting the proper coverage.

Coverage for equine is not excluded from the home or excess policy with AIG unless it would exceed the definition under incidental farming. Every carrier is different and some may exclude coverage. When an insured is in that situation involving their own personal horses, an Equine Liability Insurance Endorsement may be offered.

Join us on Tuesday, July 7th from 2:00 - 3:00pm EDT for a free webinar on AIG Equine Owners Risk Management. The presenter is Susan Weber, CPCU - AIG AVP, Capital Regional Underwriting Manager, Equine Specialist.

Register today!

AIG's Private Client Program and is available to registered members in all states. Gallop over to Big "I" Markets and click on Affluent Program - New Business to learn more!